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Introduction (1/2)

• The relationships between TFs and their target genes 
can be modeled in terms of directed regulatory 
networks.

• These relationships can be compared with “chain-of-
command” structures in social networks, which have 
characteristic hierarchical layouts.

• Used the regulatory networks of representative 
prokaryotes (Escherichia coli), eukaryotes 
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and social networks.



Introduction (2/2)
• Most TFs at the bottom levels and a few master 

TFs on top levels and these masters are situated 
near the center of the protein-protein interaction 
(PPI) network

• Master TFs achieve their wide influence through 
directly regulating many targets, but TFs with most 
direct targets are in the middle of the hierarchy

• These midlevel TFs are “control bottlenecks” in the 
hierarchy, and this great degree of control for 
“middle managers”



• L, characteristic length of edges in a shortest path 
between two nodes averaged over all pairs of nodes

• P(K), gives the probability that selected node has 
exactly k links

• C, clustering coefficient Ci = 2ni/ki(ki-1)
• C(k), the average clustering coefficient of all nodes 

with k links

• “Small-world” property, they are highly clustered and 
have small characteristic path lengths

• “scale-free” property, which most of the nodes have 
very few links, with only a few of hubs being highly 
connected



Scale-free network

• Power-law: p(k)~k-γ

• Growth

• Preferential connectivity

• robust
Albert-laszio Barabasi, Zoltan N. Oltvai
Nature reviews, voiume 5, February 2004



Hierarchical network

• Scale-free topology

• High system size –
independent c(k): modules

• Power law scaling of c(k)

Albert-laszio Barabasi, Zoltan N. Oltvai

Nature reviews, voiume 5, February 2004



Network motifs

1. Single-input motifs (SIM), where a group of nodes are only 
regulated by a single node

2. Multi-input motifs (MIM), where a group of nodes together 
regulate another group of nodes

3. Feed-forward loop (FFL), where a node regulates another then, the 
two together regulate a third one

4. Feed-back loop (multicomponent loop, MCL), where an upstream 
node is regulated by a downstream one
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Results

Breadth-First Search (BFS)



Materials and methods

• Regulatory Networks, S. cerevisiae regulatory network by 
combining the results of various genetic, biochemical and ChIP-
chip experiments and removed all questionable ORFs and DNA-
binding enzymes

• Final network contained 8371 regulatory interactions involving 286 
TFs and 3369 targets in yeast;2370 regulatory interactions 
involving 145 TFs and 1063 genes in E. coli

• Used the MIPS-GSF (Munich Information Center for Protein 
Sequences) databases to find the final network contained 23294 
interactions involving 4743 proteins of yeast interaction network

• Random networks, total numbers of TFs(286), target genes(3369), 
and edges(8371).Ran the BFS-level method to build the layered 
structure and repeated 1000 times.



Yeast regulatory hierarchy in S. cerevisiae

Many of these regulations are involved in loop structures (FFL and MCL)



regulatory hierarchy in E. coli.

TFs at the second level have the most targets, whereas those at the bottom 
and higher level have fewer targets



Macao governmental hierarchy 

The bottom layer consists of people who do not manage anyone, which are similar 
to the non-TFs in yeast



Average betweenness at each level of the year hierarchy



Comparison between yeast regulatory and randomized networks

1. The pyramid-shaped 
hierarchical structure does not 
exist in random network

2. Layered structures consist of 
many more levels (on average 
7.2 levels)

3. The average out-degree is 
almost constant between 
different levels of random 
networks





Decision-Making Schemes in Regulatory Hierarchies

• “Reflex” processes, A nonnegligible number of TFs (52 in S. 
cerevisiae; 30 in E. coli) neither regulate other TFs nor are 
regulated by other TFs.

They respond to specific stimuli turning on (or shutting down) 
the expression of their targets.

• “Cogitation” processes, the majority of TFs in both regulatory 
networks are regulated by other TFs.

TFs at the top become the global modulators for all downstream 
ones. The decision is amplified and executed while being pass 
down.



Regulatory hierarchy of aerobic growth mediated by Mot3



Correlations between levels in the hierarchy and other topological 
and functional properties

(A) Average number of interaction 
partners: top-level TFs on 
average interact with more 
proteins than the others

(B) Average closeness: top-level TFs
by and large have significantly 
higher closeness in the interaction 
network. These TFs are at the 
center if the interaction network.



1. Cellular organization: Most of the 
proteins in this category are localized 
to different organelles within the cell 
to keep their integrity.

2. Metabolism: The cell utilizes these 
proteins to respond to the nutrition 
changes in the environment.

3. Cell defense and rescue: Most 
proteins in this category carry out 
defenses against various types of 
stress that the cell may sustain.



The top-level TFs receive internal and external signals through PPI, 
showing unfolded protein response mediated by Ire1



Higher-level TFs are more influential



Lower-level TFs are more essential



Discussion
• A pyramid-shaped hierarchical structure in regulatory 

networks

• TFs at the receive signals from internal and external 
stimuli through PPIs

• Top level TFs are influential

• Bottom level TFs are essential

• These features are completely different from those in 
random networks
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